
KUWAIT: National Bank
of Kuwait (NBK) contin-
ues to hold special events
for Al-Jawhara Account
quarterly draw, as part of
its endeavors to ensure
providing its customers
with an exclusive array of
draws and prizes that
meet their needs and
expectations.

In the third quarterly
draw this year, NBK held
an event that included a
number of interactive activities with customers and
attendees and was concluded by conducting the
draw at the Avenues, during which the bank
announced Abdulrahman Hamad Ghanim Al-Ali  as
the winner of KD 250,000, in the presence of
Abdulaziz Ashkanani as a representative of the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, as well as
representatives from NBK and Deloitte.

The event started by launching a competition
on the bank’s Twitter account to answer the ques-
tion: “Mention the person you would take to dinner
if you win Al-Jawhara Account draw worth KD
250,000”, and giving cash prizes of KD 250 for
the winners in a random draw of the answers.

The winner of the draw, which was held at the
Avenues Mall, was a special event that witnessed
remarkable interaction from the audience, as the

visitors of the Avenues were surprised when the
journalist Bibi Al-Khodari communicated with
them through a screen not bearing NBK logo ask-
ing them some questions to enter a competition
and win various prizes.

On the other hand, NBK announced the follow-
ing winners of September’s weekly prizes of KD
5,000 each: Ahmad Ghassan Mulla Ali, Rehab
Sayed Abo-Ghariba and Minor Khaled Hassan Al-
Kandary. 

On this occasion, Mohamed Al-Othman, GM -
Consumer Banking Group at National Bank of
Kuwait said: “Al-Jawhara Account is a key pillar in
our customer rewards program, which comes in
line with our strategy to offer them a richer bank-
ing experience including top-notch banking serv-
ices, advanced digital solutions and exceptional
rewards.”

“We are committed that all our services and
rewards meet our customers’ needs and expecta-
tions. To this end, we are always keen to communi-

cate with them to accurately identify these needs
and expectations,” he added. Al-Othman noted
that the special events held by NBK reflect its
keenness to maintain its leading position as the
bank closer to its customers, expressing his pleas-
ure with the return of special events and direct
communication with customers.

“Our events for Al-Jawhara Account quarterly
draw are in line with our strategy to achieve finan-
cial inclusion and promote the saving culture,” Al-
Othman concluded.

From his side, the winner expressed his pleasure
with receiving the prize, extending thanks to NBK,
and wishing it continued success and progress. He
also noted that he has been an NBK Customer
since 1995, when he was a member of “Zeina
Friends Club”. Al-Jawhara Account gives cus-
tomers the opportunity to enter draws and win
prizes of KD 5,000 weekly, KD 125,000 monthly
as well as the grand prize of KD 250,000 quarter-
ly. Every KD 50 deposited into Al-Jawhara

Account gives the customer a chance to be one the
next lucky winners. Al-Jawhara Account can be
opened very easily through NBK Mobile Banking
or NBK Online Banking or by visiting the nearest
NBK branch.

The minimum opening balance for Al-Jawhara
Account is KD 400, and the maximum limit to be
held by customer is KD 500,000. If no with-
drawals or transfers are made on the account dur-
ing the holding period, the customers will receive
an additional chance to enter the draw for every
KD 50 held in the account, doubling their chance
to win. It is worth mentioning that since 2012,
National Bank of Kuwait has rewarded loyal cus-
tomers with a total worth of prizes amounting KD
2,200,000 in Al Jawhara weekly, monthly and
quarterly draws.

Johnson: UK energy 
production to go 
100% green by 2035
LONDON: Britain will aim to shift all of its energy
production to renewable sources by the middle of the
next decade, Prime Minister Boris Johnson said yester-
day. “Looking at what we can do with other renewable
sources, carbon capture and storage, with hydrogen,
potentially we think we can get to complete clean
energy production by 2035,” the UK leader told
broadcasters.

The aspiration comes as he prepares to host world
leaders next month at a crucial UN climate summit
when they will be under unprecedented pressure to
decarbonize economies and chart humanity’s path
away from catastrophic global warming. Britain has
already committed to phasing out the sale of all pollut-
ing road vehicles by 2040 as part of plans to decar-
bonize its transport systems, while the country has
become a leading offshore wind energy producer in
recent years.

Johnson’s comments also coincide with rising
wholesale gas prices globally, which in Britain have
contributed to rocketing bills for consumers and fears
of a cost-of-living crisis this winter.

The British leader, who is currently facing a slew of
issues related to the challenges of the pandemic and
Brexit, highlighted the potential for a shift to green
technology to lessen dependence on natural gas. “It
will mean that for the first time the UK is not depend-
ent on hydrocarbons coming from overseas, with all
the vagaries in hydrocarbon prices and the risks that
poses for people’s pockets,” Johnson said. —AFP

Draw held at The Avenues Mall with remarkable attendance and interaction

NBK announces winner of KD 250,000 
cash prize in Al-Jawhara quarterly draw

KFH Capital arranges 
issuance of sustainability 
sukuk for KFH-Turkey
KUWAIT: Chief Executive
Officer at KFH Capital, the
investment arm of Kuwait
Finance House Group,
Abdulaziz Al-Marzouq,
said that the company has
succeeded in arranging a
Tier2 sustainability sukuk
issuance transaction of for
KFH-Turkey amounting
$350 million. The sustain-
ability sukuk issuance is
considered the first of its
kind to be issued by an
Islamic financial institution and the first Tier 2 sus-
tainability sukuk issuance transaction globally.
Proceeds will be used to finance sustainability proj-
ects of green / social projects according to sustain-
able finance framework. 

Al-Marzouq emphasized, in a press release, that
KFH Capital has played the role of the global
coordinator, a bookrunner, and one of the lead
managers of the issuance transaction which has
witnessed great demand by more than 180 region-
al and international investors. The issuance was
oversubscribed by 12 times with an order book of
$$ 4 billion. Sukuk were issued at a profit rate of
6.125 percent per annum and listed on the Irish
Stock Exchange. 

He noted that the issuance term is 10 years and
three months from the date of issuance with an
option to retrieve the sukuk after the lapse of 5
years from the date of issuance. The issuance
achieved a landmark coverage in a record time, thus
attracting regional and global investors and high-
lighting the significance of the sharia compliant
product which provides finance to support growth
and expansion projects of companies, governments,
and mega development projects. He indicated that
KFH Capital was keen on achieving a parallel, diver-
sified, and comprehensive issuance of the sukuk to
enhance trust and cooperation among investors and
ensure the maximum and largest demand on the
sukuk product. 

The transaction is considered as a new addition

to the record of KFH Turkey in the sukuk market
and a continuation of its former successful
issuances which have contributed largely to the
bank growth and reflected its ability to attract funds
from global markets. Also, it has signified trust in the
bank’s strong position and its expansion plans. 

KFH Turkey takes the credit for issuing the first
international sukuk for a Turkish institution in 2010
and opening the door for Turkish banks and institu-
tions to issue sukuks. This issuance was followed
by several US$ issuances e.g., issuance of Tier 1 &
Tier 2 capital in addition to the issuance in RM in
2015 represented in the establishment of a RM 2
Million Sukuk program. These issuances have con-
tributed to the strengthening of KFH Turkey posi-
tion in the global sukuk market and attracting the
attention of major investors worldwide. 

Also, the issuance has enhanced the major lead-
ing role which KFH Capital plays in capital and
sukuk markets and reiterated the trust which
issuers have placed in the company and its expert-
ise, efficiencies, and capabilities. KFH Capital has
achieved positive results for its corporate and gov-
ernment customers worldwide and enhanced KFH
Group leading role in the management and
arrangement of sukuk issuances. 
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Al-Othman: Al-Jawhara Account is a key pillar in rewarding our cus-
tomers in line with our strategy to offer them a richer banking experience

The quarterly prize winner: I have been a member of “Zeina Friends
Club”, and an NBK customer since 1995

Mohamed Al-Othman

Abdulaziz Al-Marzouq

Oil prices surge on 
demand outlook, 
supply tightness 
KUWAIT: Oil prices are currently on a tear, with
international benchmark Brent topping $80/bbl on
last Tuesday in intraday trading for the first time in
almost three years, before settling lower at
$79.1/bbl (+8.4 percent mtd; +52.7 percent ytd.)
US marker West Texas Intermediate (WTI) is up
almost 13 percent mtd at $75.3/bbl. 

A month is a long time in the oil markets.
Sentiment has turned bullish in recent weeks, with
August’s narrative of Delta-variant-linked oil
demand weakness amid potential oversupply giving
way to increasing optimism about a global economic
and oil demand recovery. Demand growth is now
seen outpacing oil supply growth, partly due to
OPEC+ market management and partly due to sup-
ply outages, the largest of which was caused by
Hurricane Ida in late August. This knocked out more
than 13 percent (1.5 mb/d) of US crude output ini-
tially. 

The drawdown in global oil stockpiles has pro-
vided the most visible evidence of the recovery in
oil consumption. OECD total commercial oil stocks
have trended down below their pre-pandemic five-
year averages, a key OPEC and International
Energy Agency (IEA) metric. OPEC estimates end-
July industry stocks at 2.9 billion barrels (57 mb
below the 5-year average and providing 63.7 days
of oil demand forward cover), while the IEA puts
them at 2.85 billion barrels (120 mb below the 5-
year average). In the US, meanwhile, commercial
and Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) crude levels
have declined to three and 18-year lows, respec-

tively. The extra SPR barrels, released by the US
Department of Energy on several occasions this
year to finance federal spending, are helping to off-
set crude shortages. In a first, China also tapped its
strategic reserves to supply local refineries and
temper rising prices. Imports of crude also
increased, to a 5-month high (10.5 mb) in August-a
bullish sign.  

Global balances have tightened considerably.
September’s IEA report predicts for 3Q21 a third
consecutive quarterly stock draw (-0.8 mb/d), on
the back of rising oil demand and underperforming
OPEC and non-OPEC supply. While OPEC+ com-
menced tapering its supply cuts in August (at a rate
of 400 kb/d per month), several producers, such as
Angola and Nigeria, have been unable to bring on
the required volumes due to outages. 

Coupled with Ida-related supply losses in the
US, the market is short of barrels. While demand
and supply could equilibrate in Q4, the evolving
natural gas crunch that has seen gas prices treble
may boost winter oil demand (by encouraging
gas to oil liquids switching). The IEA (and others)
will in its next release likely raise its Q4 and 2021
oil demand growth estimates above 4 mb/d and
3.26 mb/d.

The picture for next year looks markedly differ-
ent. In contrast to this year’s story of lagging supply
and stock draws, 2022 could be one of oversupply
and stock builds. The IEA’s current oil demand and
non-OPEC supply projections imply a stock gain of
3.4 mb/d, assuming robust US output gains materi-
alize and OPEC+ sticks to its roadmap of supply
increases to the full. In this scenario, OPEC+ would
be producing above the “call” on its crude, and
more so if Iran’s oil is unshackled by sanctions
under a new JCPOA agreement. The implications for
oil prices are therefore negative. For a supply glut
to be averted, either oil demand will need to be
stronger than the IEA and others anticipate or

ABK partners with 
Porsche Centre Kuwait 
on 2021 Cayenne models
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of
Kuwait (ABK), in partner-
ship with Porsche Centre
Kuwait, Behbehani Motors
Company, is presenting its
customers with exclusive
financial benefits on a limit-
ed quantity of 2021 Porsche
Cayenne vehicles. Johair
Marafi, ABK’s Acting
General Manager - Retail
Banking said: “We are
excited to be in this part-
nership with Porsche
Center Kuwait.  At ABK, we
continuously strive to provide exciting offers to
enhance our clients overall banking experience, and
moreover, we can also provide clients with the best
finance solutions, should they decide to purchase their
dream car.”  This offer will be available until quantity
lasts and is applicable for current and new clients with
both salary and non-salary transfers at ABK.

Johair Marafi
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